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Abstract 

Nowadays, researchers are paying close attention to using inclinometers for Structural Health 

Monitoring (SHM) applications. Moreover, the applications based on using inclinometers can detect 

the magnitude and location of bridge pathologies. However, as these applications are based on 

expensive commercial inclinometers, their use is typically exclusive to the SHM of structures with a 

high monitoring budget. There is a gap in the literature with the development and validation of low-

cost accurate angular-meters for decreasing the monitoring cost of inclinometer-based damage 

detection applications.  

This work aims to develop low-cost IoT-based inclinometers for detecting damage in bridge 

structures. The Low-cost Adaptable Reliable Angle-meter (LARA) is a novel inclinometer that 

accurately measures an induced inclination by combining the measurements of five gyroscopes and 

five accelerometers. The accuracy, resolution, Allan variance, and standard deviation of LARA are 

examined through laboratory experiments and are compared with those obtained by numerical slope 

calculations and a commercial inclinometer (HI-INC). 

For further experimental validation, a robotic vehicle model is designed and developed to simulate a 

moving load over a bridge model. The vehicle model integrates IoT technology and can be utilized in 

different damage detection experiments. 

The outcomes of a load test experiment using a simple beam model demonstrate the high accuracy 

(0.003 degrees) of LARA measurements. LARA may be used for structural damage identification and 

location in bridges utilizing inclinometers because of its low cost and high accuracy.  
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1. Introduction 

In this study, the development of the Low-cost Adaptable Reliable Angle-meter (LARA) is presented 

as an accurate and cost-efficient inclinometer in the field of structural health monitoring. Since most 

of the existing commercial inclinometers are expensive and have different limitations, the 

development of the proposed inclinometer was carried out as an alternative to overcome the 

mentioned shortcomings. 

For further validation of the proposed inclinometer, an IoT-based robotic vehicle model is introduced 

to conduct different experiments on a beam model. The vehicle model improves the condition of the 

experiments and provides a more realistic simulation of the traffic loading. 

The aim of the experiment is to detect damage in the bridge model using direct rotation 

measurements. For this purpose, LARA is utilized to obtain the rotation response of the bridge model 

due to the moving vehicle model. The vehicle model integrates (IoT) technology and can be 

controlled using an online server and standalone application written in Python. The mechanical 

components of the model were designed using Fusion360 and printed using 3D-printing technology. 

This study establishes the foundation of a reliable and cost-efficient damage detection system that 

integrates IoT technology into all its elements. Besides, the study attempts to introduce compatible 

robotic system which can be utilized to perform different tasks in the SHM process. 

1.1. Objectives 

The main objective of this study is to develop an economical and reliable inclinometer that can be 

used in different damage detection applications. The specific objectives behind this work are: 

• Design the LARA inclinometer hardware and software. 

• Establish data acquisition system. 

• Validate the output of the inclinometer. 

• Develop the robotic vehicle and the beam model to conduct damage detection experiments using 

LARA. 

1.2. Contents of the work 

This work consists of five chapters. First, the introduction is illustrated, and then a comprehensive 

literature review is presented in the state of art chapter. The third chapter demonstrates the 

development of LARA, followed by the development of the robotic vehicle model in the fourth 

chapter. The fifth chapter is dedicated to laboratory experiments verifying the accuracy and resolution 

of the LARA. Finally, in the last section, the main conclusions of the work are drawn. 

1.3. Methodology 

In order to achieve the objectives of this work, the following approaches were carried out: 

1) Literature review of SHM. 

2) Comprehensive literature review of low-cost sensors and Arduino-based systems. 

3) Development of the inclinometer sensor. 

4) Development of the robotic vehicle model. 

5) Development of the simply supported beam model to validate the inclinometer. 

6) Laboratory validation of the developed inclinometer.  

7) Writing scientific articles and the master’s thesis.  
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2. State of the art: 

Engineers have been interested recently in structural health monitoring (SHM) as a control system to 

monitor the structural response of structural components to mitigate probable familiars in civil 

infrastructures in the future. The serviceability and safety of the building may gradually deteriorate 

due to a variety of circumstances and events such as construction defects, fatigue, and environmental 

conditions [1], [2], [3]. To reduce future repair costs and ensure structural safety and serviceability, it 

is crucial to monitor and evaluate the health status of structures throughout their lifetimes [4], [5]. 

Applications for SHM offer essential details regarding the performance, condition, and real structural 

response of infrastructures. According to numerous academics (such as [6], [7]), The simulated model 

of the genuine structures (digital-twin), which replicates the functionality of the structures, may be 

calibrated using SHM [8]. The decision-making options throughout the maintenance phase of the 

structures under investigation can then be evaluated using digital twins [9], [10].  

Using Structural System Identification (SSI) approaches, SHM data may be utilized to identify 

structural characteristics [11], [12]. Identification of the structural system aims to determine the 

characteristics of the computer-based model (such as axial or flexural stiffness) to calculate the 

structural response of the structure [13]. SSI approaches can be categorized as static or dynamic 

depending on the characteristics of the structural reaction and the external stimulation [12].  

Temperature and humidity-related environmental events might lead to structural diseases such cracks 

opening [14], rotations, settlements, and corrosion [2], [15], [16]. These changes develop very slowly 

over time. As a result, they are categorized as static. Dynamic structural reactions, on the other hand, 

are brought on by excitations that alter immediately over time, such as vibrations caused by traffic, 

ambient activities, and seismic activity waves [17].  

Sensors are often utilized in SHM systems to measure static and dynamic reactions [18]. 

Accelerometers are frequently employed to track the dynamic behavior of structures, whereas strain 

gauges, clinometers, and thermometers are the most frequently used sensors for static measurements 

[19], [20]. 

By detecting changes in the structural response, accelerometers may estimate and identify a structure's 

dynamic features [21], [2], [22]. Even though accelerometers may detect global structural damage to a 

structure, they typically fail to determine the location and degree of the damage [23]. As long as a 

specific reference point exists, displacement sensors such as Laser Displacement Sensors (LDS) can 

be utilized in load testing to assist identify the damage and its extension [24], [25]. Unfortunately, 

there are a few restrictions on-site that might make it challenging to define the necessary reference 

points [26]. Alternative strain-type sensors can be employed to assess the damage's location and 

amount. In the literature, this kind of sensor has demonstrated very good accuracy and applicability 

[27], [28], [29]. To completely monitor the structural features of a structure, however, many sensors 

of this type may be required [30]. 

Inclinometers can be utilized to get around the shortcomings of the aforementioned sensors. A target 

object's angular rotation with respect to an artificial horizon can be estimated using angular sensors 

(inclinometers, tilt sensors) [23]. The majority of inclinometers operate on the concept of monitoring 

reactions generated by gravitational pendulum behavior [31]. The drift of vertical members and the 

vertical deflection of the horizontal parts may also be calculated using this slope [32]. 

In recent decades, inclinometer sensors have found widespread application in a variety of industries. 

Inclinometers were initially used for geotechnical purposes in the civil engineering sector. As sensor 

precision has increased over time, it has become possible to apply it to other areas of civil 

engineering, such as monitoring the structural health of bridges [31]. The structural response of 

bridges has been extensively studied in the literature using inclinometers. In order to examine a post-

tensioned concrete bridge during its construction, post-tensioning, and first-year operation stages, Glii 
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et al. [33] used long-gauge deformation sensors and inclinometers. The results were utilized to verify 

the post-tensioning and overall health of the bridge. 

Inclinometers play a significant role in the long-term monitoring of long-span (such as cable-stayed 

and suspension) bridges [34], according to literature reviews [35], [36], [37]. Additionally, a number 

of researchers (including [38], [39], [40]) noted the conventional use of inclinometers while 

examining the bridge abutments' response to boundary conditions. These sensors are also frequently 

used to calculate the deflections of bridge decks [41], [42], [43]. 

Table 1 illustrates the characteristics of some of the commercially available inclinometers and is 

sorted by the price of the sensors. This information includes the measurement range, the resolution, 

the sampling rate and the cost of the introduced inclinometers. It should be noted that prices are based 

on the recent producer declaration and are VAT excluded. 

Table 1 Characteristics of some of the commercially available inclinometers. 

MODEL MEASUREMENT 

RANGE (DEGREES) 

RESOLUTION 

(DEGREES) 

SAMPLING 

RATE (HZ) 

PRICE 

(€) 

ZEROTRONIC  ± 0.5° 100×10-5 ° 10 3950 

JDI 200 ± 1.0° 10×10-5 ° 125 2250 
T935 ± 1.0° 6×10-5 ° 10 1696 

ACA2200 ± 0.5° 10×10-5 ° 20  710 
HI-INC ± 15.0° 100×10-5 ° 100  650 

ZCT-CX09 ± 15.0° 100×10-5 ° 8  350 
DNS ± 85.0° 300×10-5 ° 100  348 

Table 1 analysis reveals a broad variety of pricing (ranging from 350€ to 3950 €) and measurement 

ranges (varying between 0.5 and 85.0 degrees). It is clear that inclinometers with a lower range have a 

higher resolution and cost. Furthermore, high-resolution inclinometers often have higher prices and 

lower sampling frequencies. In reality, several of the models discussed above have been applied in 

bridge structural response applications. Examples of sensor applications in Table 1 include the 

employment of a Zerotronic inclinometer to validate modal calibration procedures with measured data 

from Switzerland's Lutrive bridge [44]. 

Despite the benefits of using inclinometers [23], there are not many cases of this monitoring system in 

the bridge SHM literature [45], [46]. Huseynov [31] cites the lack of sensor technology, low-

frequency sampling, and the expensive cost of current inclinometers as some of the reasons why 

inclinometers are not employed. 

To address the inclinometer's aforementioned issue, low-cost sensors can be used. Micro-Electro-

Mechanical Systems (MEMS) accelerometers have genuinely revolutionized the measuring field due 

to their smaller size and reduced cost. For example, the sine of an accelerometer's tilt angle may be 

calculated by dividing the recorded acceleration by the earth's gravitational force. 

However, the resolution of the titling measurement made using this method is not very good. A rapid 

movement or vibration to the structure will cause a significant acquired inclination. MEMS sensors 

are frequently paired with gyroscopes to tackle this problem. MEMS Gyroscopes use Coriolis 

acceleration to measure angular rate, which allows them to detect rotational speed [47]. 

The fundamental disadvantage of gyroscopes is bias instability, often known as flicker noise [48]. The 

measurement of bias instability over time while running at a constant temperature is known as bias 

instability. This drift is caused by the circuit's inherent noises and the imperfections of the 
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components. The bias instability problem can be solved by varying how the accelerometer's computed 

inclination is coupled with the gyroscope. The accelerometer's measurements rectify the gyroscope's 

continual drifting in this case. Almost all modern MEMS inclinometers employ sensor fusion to 

overcome the shortcomings of the accelerometer and gyroscope. Furthermore, the gyroscope 

measurements are used to reduce the detrimental effects of a quick movement of the accelerometer 

estimations [49]. 

The noises in time-domain series that drift over time are characterized and analyzed using the Allan 

variance [50]. 

These days, linking the estimation of an accelerometer and a gyroscope is being employed in more 

and more research and techniques in the literature to improve the resolution of tilting measurement 

utilizing MEMS sensors [32]. The Kalman filter and complementary filter are two of the most used 

techniques. A complementary filter, on the other hand, averages estimated angles from an 

accelerometer and gyroscope with various weights. 

On the other hand, the Kalman filter has a high computing need, according to several researchers [51], 

[52]. The sampling frequency of an inclinometer employing the Kalman filter is therefore often 

smaller than that of an inclinometer using the complementary filter [49], [53].   

Additionally, it should be emphasized that MEMS circuits are built on sensitive sensors that measure 

an environmental change that is time-related [2]. In other words, a MEMS circuit's incorporated 

gyroscope and accelerometer are dynamic sensors. Dynamic noises are a part of any dynamic sensor. 

Microcontrollers are commonly used in modern technology to control low-cost sensors. There are 

many different types of microcontrollers available, with Arduino being one of the most popular. It is 

built on open-source hardware and software [54]. 

Some examples of these works include:  

1. Yan et al. [55], introduced a low-cost wireless inclinometer with a sampling frequency of 20 

Hz and claimed resolution of 0.0025°, delivering data up to 2000 meters away to acquisition 

equipment. This technology is designed to track the movement of large-scale constructions. 

2. Ruzza et al. [53], provide a low-cost inclinometer based on Arduino technology and MEMS 

circuits with an RMS inaccuracy of 0.162 to 0.304°. 

3. Andò et al. [56], presented a low-cost multi-sensor system for investigating building 

structural reactions. This system is based on Arduino technology and communicates 

wirelessly over the XBEE interface. 

4. Hoang et al. [57], produced an extremely efficient, reliable orientation system for 

inclinometers in static and dynamic applications. Both the static and dynamic testing had 

indicated RMS errors of 0.106 and 0.091 degrees, respectively. 

5. Khan et al. [58], demonstrated a low-cost inclinometer with a moveable electrode. Inside a 

parallel plate capacitor, the moveable electrode functions as a pendulum. This inclinometer's 

resolution is listed as 0.38 degrees [58]. 

6. Woon Ha et al. [59], presented a low-cost wireless MEMS inclinometer with a measuring 

inaccuracy of 0.04 degrees for a 0.44-degree inclination. The purpose of this inclinometer is 

to calculate ground movement. 

However, there are a few downsides to the Arduino technology, including: (1) Cost: Although these 

microcontrollers have not recently undergone updates or improvements, their price has not 

significantly lowered, (2) Internet: Additional components are required to connect an Arduino to the 

Internet or a hotspot; (3) Small memory size and low CPU speed in the basic low-cost versions of 
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Arduino products. NodeMCU is a novel microcontroller based on the Internet of Things (IoT) that 

may be connected to Wi-Fi hotspots and programmed using the Arduino platform, in contrast to 

Arduino systems [60]. Its capabilities are comparable to those of the Arduino Due. Moreover, its price 

is a tiny fraction of Arduino Due price. NodeMCU costs 3.95 € [61], while the price of an Arduino 

Due is at least 36.95 € [62]. 

The literature review reveals no precise and economical inclinometers based on Arduino or 

NodeMCU technology that might be employed in bridge SHM due to the distinctive characteristics of 

this method of monitoring [31]. Numerous scholars have stated (for example, [23]) that the required 

tilt accuracy must be lower than 0.05 degrees. It has been demonstrated that the movement of a loaded 

vehicle on a bridge causes a mid-span inclination of 0.2 degrees in a 20-m long simply supported 

bridge [23]. The existing low-cost inclinometers have a few shortcomings in common, including the 

following: (1) Building instructions: since these inclinometers are closed hardware, the industry 

cannot use them to create a low-cost inclinometer; (2) Accuracy: most of them can not provide similar 

accuracy to the ones shown in Table 1; and (3) Resolution: most low-cost inclinometers with high 

sampling frequencies have an insufficient resolution for bridges SHM applications. The Low-cost 

Adaptable Reliable Angle-meter (LARA) system for SHM of bridges is presented in this work for the 

first time in the literature to overcome these gaps. Based on the studies conducted for this research, 

LARA is a low-cost wireless inclinometer with an accuracy of 0.003 degrees that uses IoT-based 

microcontroller (NodeMCU) technology. 

In this study, the complementary filter for merging the gyroscope and accelerometer readings of a 

low-cost MEMS circuit is studied. In this approach, the Kalman filter may be calculated without the 

requirement for a powerful computer system. As a result, compared to when the Kalman filter is 

applied, the sampling frequency will be greater. The complementary filter is used by LARA, a 

MEMS-based device, to link the outputs of the estimated angles from its accelerometer and 

gyroscope. 

This paper also develops a custom-designed Printed Circuit Board (PCB) containing five low-cost 

aligned MEMS MPU9250 chipsets, each of which includes a gyroscope, an accelerometer, and a 

magnetometer, in order to construct an inclinometer with higher accuracy, better resolution, and lower 

noise density. One thing to keep in mind is that MEMS accelerometers are frequently affected by their 

inherently noisy counterparts [63]. Circuit components (such as resistors and semiconductors) are the 

source of intrinsic noise [64]. 

The primary under-study captured signal is left unchanged by averaging the outputs of multiple 

dynamic sensors. However, the total number of integrated sensors will average out the dynamic 

disturbances (also known as Intrinsic noise) that are inherent to the sensors. Smaller dynamic changes, 

such as acceleration or angular speed, can be noticed when the magnitude of these dynamic 

disturbances decreases. The Allan variance of several sensor combinations is compared with the 

results of a single MPU9250 inclinometer to demonstrate the favorable effect of integrating many 

gyroscopes and accelerometers. Furthermore, laboratory tests are performed, and the findings are 

compared to those provided by a commercial inclinometer (HI-INC). The results show that sensor 

combination may make a low-cost sensor resolution similar to a high-quality commercial solution. 

Finally, LARA is validated by being assigned to a simply supported beam and its estimates are 

substantiated by theoretical estimation. 
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3. The development of the system 

3.1. Introduction  

Structural damage detection using inclinometers is getting wide attention from researchers. However, 

the high price of inclinometers limits this system to unique structures with a relatively high Structural 

Health Monitoring (SHM) budget. This paper presents in the first chapter a novel low-cost 

inclinometer, Low-cost Adaptable Reliable Angle-meter (LARA), that combines five gyroscopes and 

five accelerometers to measure the inclination. LARA incorporates an Internet of Things (IoT) based 

microcontroller technology enabling wireless data streaming and free commercial software for data 

acquisition. This chapter investigates the accuracy, resolution, Allan variance and standard deviation 

of LARA produced with a different number of combined circuits, including an accelerometer and a 

gyroscope. To validate the accuracy and resolution of the developed device, its results are compared 

with those obtained by numerical slope calculations and a commercial inclinometer (HI-INC) in 

laboratory conditions. 

The results of a load test experiment on a simple beam model show the high accuracy of LARA 

(0.003 degrees). LARA's affordability and high accuracy make it applicable for structural damage 

detection and locating in bridges using inclinometers. 

3.2. Control system description  

In the current study BeanDevice® Wilo HI-INC (Figure 1.a), an Ultra-Low-Power (ULP) biaxial 

WIFI inclinometer, was used as the high-accuracy controlling system. This device contains a built-in 

data logger that can store up to 5 million data logs with a maximum wireless range of 200 meters. 

Regarding angle measurements, it combines a high-performance inclinometer sensor and a 24-bit 

delta-sigma analog-to-digital converter, making it possible to have a high-level accuracy of ±0.003° 

for ±15° and a resolution of 0.001°. In addition, the body of the HI-INC inclinometer is composed of 

a lightweight aluminum casing with waterproof capability [65]. The program used for data acquisition 

is a commercial solution promoted by the BeanDevice company and costs 350 €. By taking in the 

price of this inclinometer from Table 1 and the needed commercial software for data acquisition, to an 

account, the whole solution costs around 1000 €. 

The data acquisition program of BeanDevice company acquires and in real-time illustrates the X and 

Y axis' inclinations (Figure 1.b). Finally, it should be noted that the settings of data acquisition (such 

as sampling frequency) can be modified from the main menu of the commercial program (Figure 1.c).  
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Figure 1 : a) HI-INC biaxial inclinometer, b) inclination streaming over X axis and c) Sampling 

frequency rate 

 

3.3. Low-cost Adaptable Reliable Angle-meter (LARA) system  

In this section, the hardware architecture of the proposed inclinometer is presented. Then, the software 

part of this system is explained and shown. 

3.3.1. Hardware Architecture of LARA 
This paper proposes multiple combinations of gyroscopes and accelerometers for producing a more 

accurate inclinometer. To this end, five chipsets of MPU9250 are engineered together on a single PCB 

and synchronized using a multiplexor (TCA9548A). To avoid the problems of manual fabrication 

(such as nonalignment of the circuits, time-consuming process of aligning, soldering and sensor 

quality control and size), the PCB of LARA was designed and produced to satisfy the delicacy of 

current project measurements. In addition, the required components of LARA are soldered to the PCB 

using machine assembly. Figures 2.a and 2.b show the produced sensor and its blueprint. It should be 

noted that LARA can be assembled by hand using available commercial MPU9250 circuits and a 

TCA9548A multiplexor. Figure 2.c shows the Fritzing [66] sketch of the system. The cost of a LARA 

made by connecting five MPU9250 and TCA9548A and a bulk company-produced PCB with 

assembled components is around 37 and 51 €, respectively. 

As shown in Figures 2.a and b, LARA has four output ports. These wires should be connected to a 

microcontroller to power up the sensors, acquire the sampled data, and convert the gyroscope and the 

accelerometer to tilt and pitch inclination. The used microcontroller of this paper is NodeMCU and 

shown in Figure 2.d. This low-cost open-source Internet of Things (IoT) platform runs on the 

ESP8266 chipset. ESP8266 is a low-cost Wi-Fi microchip with the Internet protocol suite (also known 

as TCP/IP) capability [67]. 
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Figure 2 Illustration of LARA: (a) The produced product, (b) The blueprint of the designed PCB, (c) 

The Fritzing sketch of the system, and (d) NODE MCU microcontroller. 

3.3.2. Software Architecture of LARA 

In this section, the used software for this project is presented in the following: 

Arduino platform: NodeMCU is first programmed using the Arduino platform. This program first 

estimates the angle in real-time from each of the individual MPU9250 chipsets. Then, the formulas for 

calculating the rotation using a triaxial accelerometer for X and Y axes are presented in Eq.1 and 

Eq.2, respectively. 

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑋 =  tan−1 (
𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑌

√𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑍2+𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑋2
) × (

360

2𝜋
)                          (1) 

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑌 =  tan−1 (
𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑋

√𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑍2+𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑌2
) × (

360

2𝜋
)                          (2) 

In Eq.1and Eq.2, where, angleaccX and angleaccY are the calculated angles from the acquired data of 

a MPU9250 accelerometer around the X-axis and Y-axis, respectively. The accX, accY and accZ 

represent the obtained acceleration data of X, Y and Z axes. Then, using a complementary filter, the 

calculated angle from the accelerometers and the acquired data of the gyroscopes are combined. Eq.3 

and Eq.4 present the used complementary equation for the fusion of the gyroscope and the 

accelerometer results for measuring the rotation around X and Y axes, respectively. 

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑋 = (0.96 × (𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑋 0 + 𝑔𝑦𝑟𝑜𝑋 × 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)) + 0.04 × 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑋   (3) 

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑌 = (0.96 × (𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑌 0 + 𝑔𝑦𝑟𝑜𝑌 × 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)) + 0.04 × 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑐Y   (4) 

TCA9548A 

MPU9250 

5V 

GND 

SDA 

SCL 

(b) (a) 

Output ports 
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In Eq.3 and Eq.4, where, 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑋 and 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑌 are the final calculated rotations around X and Y-axes, 

respectively. The 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑋0 and 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑌0 are the estimated angle of the system from the previous 

measurement. In the initiation of the data acquisition, it should be noted that this value equals zero. 

After that, it represents the rotation progress. The 𝐺𝑦𝑟𝑜𝑋 and 𝐺𝑦𝑟𝑜𝑌 represent the measured angular 

speed of the gyroscope for X and Y axes, respectively. The 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 presents the interval time between 

two measurements. Further analysis of these equations shows that the angle calculated from the 

accelerometer is multiplied by a smaller coefficient than that of the gyroscope [68]. This low 

coefficient factor of 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑐 is for mitigating the impact of environmental vibrations (also known as 

cross-talk of vibration) and can vary between 0.02 and 0.05 [69]. 

These equations are repeated for every MPU9250 chipsets of LARA. Then, the inclination values of 

the five chipsets are averaged separately for X and Y axes. It is to be known that this code makes the 

implemented accelerometers and gyroscopes of LARA to sample data and estimate the angles in a 

synchronized way. Finally, using the already introduced Service Set Identifier (SSID) and the router's 

password in the Arduino code, the averaged results of X and Y axes are transmitted to a made-up 

server client by the built-in ESP8266 chipset. LARA prints a server address and a port number at this 

stage on the serial port of the Arduino. This information should be noted and LARA can be detached 

from the programming computer. After this, the sensor can be disconnected from the PC and plugged 

into any available USB power break.  

Virtual serial port: After connecting LARA to a USB power source, the data sampling function 

initiates automatically. This chipset's TCP/IP capability helps this sensor provide its outputs on a local 

server. A computer connected to the same SSID as LARA can stream the sampled data by introducing 

the noted server address and port number of LARA. In order to acquire the sampled data and have a 

real-time graphical representation of the LARA inclination, a virtual serial port application is used 

[HW [70]]. This free software needs the server address and the port number of LARA and creates a 

virtual serial port communication connection between LARA and a windows-based computer. By 

selecting the provided virtual port of the HW software on the Arduino platform, LARA's sampled data 

can be streamed or graphed just when the sensor is connected to the computer. A computer can indeed 

be connected physically to several sensors, but with HW virtual serial port, up to 99 devices can be 

wirelessly attached to a single computer.  

Data acquisition: Unlike the Arduino platform, free commercial software like Serial Plot [71] can 

represent the sampled data in real-time in a graphical interface and save the data with the date and 

timestamp of data acquisition. The presented flowchart in Figure 3 shows the steps of real-time 

inclination acquisition using LARA.  

 

Figure 3 The required steps of real-time wireless inclination acquisition using LARA inclinometer. 
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3.4. Statistical representation of combining dynamic-sensor theory 

This section first studies the effect of sensor combination on the noise density, standard deviation and 

resolution of angle measurements. Then, the Allan variance and its importance in evaluating the noise 

density of inclinometers in the literature are explained. Finally, the Allan variances of several 

combined sensors are presented. 

3.4.1. Noise reduction of Inclinometers 

This section explains an experiment that leads to combining up to five similar circuits (MPU9250) for 

reducing the overall dynamic (harmonic) noises. During this experiment, the inclinometers were 

placed in a quite environment, far away from crowds and with reduced induced ambient vibrations. 

The aim of this experiments is to measure and evaluate the pure noise ratio of different combined 

inclinometers. 

It was noticed that the average value of outputs of several aligned synchronized in-clinometers has 

lower noise density than the those of a single one. The standard deviation of up to five combined 

inclinometers is presented in Figure 4.a. 

The analysis of Figure 4a shows that the higher the number of sensors considered the lower the noise 

density of their averaged measurements that the more combined inclinometers have a lower noise 

density. The reason behind the beneficial behavior of combined inclinometers is within the inherent 

dynamic noises of the produced accelerometers and gyroscopes chipsets. Figure 4.b shows the 

frequency domain illustration of the performed experiment. Data transformation from the time domain 

to frequency domain is done using Fast Fourier transformation (FFT). The analysis of figure 4.b 

shows that the magnitude of the dynamic noises of the averaged values of a set of sensors made from 

combined inclinometers is lower than that of a single one. It can be seen that on 1 Hz the measured 

noises for a single inclinometer and five combined inclinometers are 3.9×10-4 and 2.6×10-4 degrees, 

respectively.  

These results led to investigating the beneficial impact of dynamic sensor combinations. Analyzing 

the individual outputs, the five used MPU9250 sensors showed that every single sensor has unique 

dynamic noises.  

Furthermore, a single output that includes the averaged inherent noises of all individual inclinometers 

plus the understudy signal (the rested situation or sets of dynamic movements) is obtained by 

averaging the outputs of several inclinometers. Since the understudy signals are not dependent on the 

characteristics of the inclinometers, they have not affected throw-out the FFT process. The FFT 

highlights the most repeated signals (the understudy ones) and undervalues those that are repeated 

less, such as the inherent individual noises of the sensors. By improving the noise density, the 

inclinations that in the first place were smaller than the noise density of the sensor can now be 

detected due to the improved noise level. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4 Representation of the noise ratio of a single and up to five combined inclinometers using: (a) 

standard deviation, and (b) noise density in frequency-domain. 

3.4.2. Study of Allan variance 

Allan variance is typically used to characterize and analyze those noises that drift throughout time in 

time-domain series [50]. In fact, Allan variance quantifies the measurement variance of a sensor 

across different timescales. On the contrary to frequency-domain noise evaluation methods such as 

spectral Noise Density (ND) [72], Allan variance is a time-domain evaluating tool of different noise 

sources (such as Quantization, angle random-walk, bias instability, rate random-walk, and rate ramp) 

[73]. Allan variance shows the progress of a noisy sensor signal over time which can be very useful to 

identify the progressive random walk of a gyroscope instead of ND that quantifies the noise density of 

an accelerometer [50]. Allan deviation is more commonly used as the square root of Allan variance 

[74]. The available acquired inclination acquisition data for measuring the standard deviation of the 

previous subsection was used for the Allan variance and deviation calculations. Figure 5.a and 5.b 

shows the log-log plot of Allan variance and Allan deviation of a single and up to five synchronized 

inclinometers, respectively.  
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Figure 5 Quantifying the noise progress of various inclinometer combinations in time-domain using: 

(a) Allan variance, and (b) Allan deviation.  

Analysis of Figure 5.a shows that the higher number of combined inclinometers, the lower 

progressive the noise is. For example, the first calculated value of Allan variance (Figure 5.a) of a 

single inclinometer and five combined ones are 0.0145 and 0.0067, respectively. The beneficial effect 

of additional synchronized sensors can also be seen in the Allan variation presented in Figure 5.b. It is 

indicated in the literature [75] that various noise types (such as White noise, Flicker noise and 

Random) can be detected from the log Allan deviation plot. Detection of different noise types from a 

gyroscope output is presented in [76]. 

This section showed that sensor combination decreases noise magnitude in both time-domain and 

frequency-domain.  
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4. Development of IoT based robotic vehicle model 

The integration of IoT technology has modernized the manufacturing industry through using 

embedded systems with microcontroller and sensors. These embedded systems can reduce the 

physical interaction to control devices, optimize time losses and improve efficiency.  

The main purpose of developing the proposed vehicle model was to introduce more realistic 

simulation of a moving load in the validation experiment. However, the model has the core of any IoT 

based device with the potential for further improvement to perform different type of tasks. The 

vehicle model help with the automation of the experiments in laboratory, it can communicate with 

other devices included in the experiments and increase the accuracy of the experiment. 

In this section, the components of the vehicle model are presented. Then, the software to configure the 

model is explained and shown. 

4.1. The mechanical component 

The mechanical parts were designed using Fusion360 software, the vehicle model consists of two 

axles 10cm spaced. The distance between wheels in each axle is adjustable to fit different cross 

section profiles. The main chassis consists of two side members, each part holds 2 horizontal wheels 

and 2 vertical wheels. The vertical wheels guide the vehicle model and prevent it from wandering. 

Figure 6 shows the side members and the wheels assembly.  

 
Figure 6 The main Chassis of the vehicle model: (a) front view, (b) left view, (c) top view, (d) 3D 

view. 

 

The vehicle is equipped with two DC motors and gearboxes. The gearbox is used in order to provide 

sufficient torque to move the vehicle. The gear ratio can be adjusted to 5 different values depending 

(d) 

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 
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on the torque and speed required. As shown in figure 7, the gearbox consists of five double helical 

gears with different number of teeth.  

 
Figure 7 The gearbox components and gear ratio: (a) front view, (b) 3D view, (c) top view, (d) gear 

ratio stages. 
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The upper part was designed to support an extra weight and protect the other component. The 

components were printed using Ender 3D printer and the material used was PLA filament. The figures 

8-9 demonstrate the different parts of the model. 

 

 
Figure 8 The top part of the vehicle. 

 
Figure 9 The mechanical components of the vehicle. 
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Figure 10 The final assembly of the mechanical parts: (a) front view, (b) 3D view, (c) top view, (d) 

left view. 

Figures 11-12 demonstrate the printed model after the installation of all the mechanical parts and the 

hardware. The wheels were covered with synthetic rubber to prevent sliding and smoothen the 

movement of the vehicle. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
(d) 
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Figure 11 The printed parts assembled and fixed. 

 

Figure 12 The vehicle model over beam of 40x60mm cross-section profile. 
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4.2. The hardware of the vehicle model 

The motors are controlled using NodeMCU chipset, which contains an ESP8266 microcontroller with 

Wi-Fi capability. L298 dual H-Bridge driver was interfaced with NodeMCU to power the motors with 

enough voltage and current since NodeMCU cannot handle the motor heavy power load.  

 

Figure 13 NodeMCU Lolin V3. 

 

Figure 14 L298 dual H-Bridge driver. 

To measure the speed of the vehicle an optical encoder was attached to one of the DC motors as 

shown in figure 15. The sensor signals then processed by NodeMCU microcontroller to control the 

motors speed. The optical encoder can also measure the distance travelled by the vehicle. 

 

Figure 15 The optical encoder. 
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The hardware components were already assembled on PCBs and interfaced with each other as shown 

in figure 16. The pin D5 and D6 are connected to L298 circuts througn EN1 and EN2 pins 

respectively to enable the right motor and control its speed. EN1 and EN2 pin are linked with EN3 

and EN4 pin respectively, as there is no need to dedicate another output pins on NodeMCU to control 

the left motor. Both motors are powered by the L298 circuit output. The optical encoder signal is 

transmited to NodeMCU through pin D2.  

 

 
Figure 16 The schematic of hardware. 

 
Figure 17 The hardware installation.  
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4.3. The software of the vehicle model 

The software consists of 3 blocks of code, Arduino code for the NodeMCU, live server, and Python 

application with user interface. The three blocks are presented in appendix A with explanation. 

The NodeMCU was programmed using Arduino platform and the code was written in C/C++. The 

code provides NodeMCU with the following functionalities: 

• UDP server for online data transmission. 

• Configures D5 and D6 pins as output with pulse wave modulation to adjust the power of the 

motors. 

• Speed and distance calculation. 

The NodeMCU is programed to establish connection with an online server through an available Wi-Fi 

network. The data transmitted online through the UDP server consists of 4 bytes instructions, first 

byte is the instruction code and the last three are the value of the instruction. The instruction received 

from the server is used to control the motors, and the data sent is the speed and the distance.   

Using the optical encoder signal the distance and speed of the vehicle model can be calculated. The 

speed is then adjusted simultaneously to the required speed value by the NodeMCU. 

The server was written in Python and deployed on Ubuntu Amazon Web server. The server enables 

the control application and the vehicle model to communicate through an API gateway. The server 

provides static IP address and listen on port 80. 

The application used to control and configure the vehicle was written in Python. The application can 

be run on any operating system that has Python installed, and it establish connection with the server to 

communicate with the vehicle model. The vehicle speed and travelled distance can be configured and 

monitored through the application. The actual speed and distance are displayed simultaneously while 

the vehicle is moving. Figure 18 shows the application user interface and the main input and output. 

 

Figure 18 The user interface of the application. 
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5. Laboratory experiments  

In this section, LARA's measurement accuracy is evaluated by comparing its results with the 

estimations of a HI-INC inclinometer in four tests. Then, the combinatory analysis presents the 

accuracy improvement of inclination measurement of up to five combined inclinometers. Finally, the 

accuracy and resolution of HI-INC and LARA are validated by performing four load tests on a simply 

supported aluminum beam. 

5.1. Accuracy evaluation  

In this section, the experimental tests targeted at verifying the accuracy of LARA are shown. In order 

to make sure that LARA and the commercial inclinometers measure the same inclination, LARA was 

glued on top of the HI-INC clinometer. Then, the HI-INC was connected to the rigid metallic plate 

using its magnetic plate. After that, the metallic plate was connected to a rotational device (Figure 19). 

By rolling the small gear of this rotational device, the connected stiff plate rotates. Then, induced 

rotations were measured by the LARA and HI-INC. Finally, the outputs of LARA for the tests were 

compared with those estimated by the HI-INC inclinometer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19 Test setup intended for comparing inclination estimation of LARA with HI-INC. 

 Table 2 Accuracy comparison of LARA with HI-INC 

N  HI-INC  

(DEGREES) 

LARA  

(DEGREES) 

DIFFERENCE 

(DEGREES) 

1 0.9996 0.9615 0.0382 

2 1.9770 1.9267 0.0503 

3 3.0180 2.9618 0.0563 

4 4.0254 3.9583 0.0671 

NODEMCU LARA 

HI-INC 

Power Bank 
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Table 2 presents the results of the carried out experimental tests. This table takes in the following 

information collected in columns: (1) N: Four tests are carried out for evaluating the accuracy of 

LARA in different inclinations, (2) HI-INC: the estimated inclination by HI-INC inclinometer, (3) 

LARA: the measured inclination of LARA, and (4) Difference: the absolute difference of LARA and 

HI-INC measurements. 

The analysis of table 2 shows that the difference in LARA measurement from the HI-INC is related to 

the induced inclination. In fact, it was seen that for more than five degrees of change, the difference of 

LARA from HI-INC was higher than 0.1 degrees. For that reason, their data are not included in Table 

2. Therefore, it can be concluded that the accurate measuring range of LARA is up to four degrees. 

This range is accurate enough for the target application of bridge monitoring as in this kind of 

structures increments of rotation higher than 0.5 degrees are not expected [23][77]. 

5.2. Combinatory analysis 

In order to study the difference of the measured values from the reference sensor for different 

inclinometer combinations, a combinatory analysis was performed. This evaluation illustrates the 

maximum and minimum envelope difference from the commercial inclinometer for all the possible 

sensor selections from the five available inclinometers. The maximum and minimum values of the 

increasing number of inclinometers are shown in Figures 20, 20.a (one sensor), 20.b (two sensors), 

20.c (three sensors), and 20.d (four sensors). It is to be noted that n all these figures LARA shows the 

estimation calculated by combining the results of five inclinometers together. 

 
 

(a) (b) 

 
 

(c) (d) 

Figure 20 Estimated measured inclination difference for a different number of combined 

inclinometers from HI-INC estimations: One sensor (a), two sensors (b), three sensors (c), and four 

sensors (d). 
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The analysis of Figure 20 shows that the accuracy of the whole system is directly influenced by the 

number of combined inclinometers. For example, the minimum accuracy of a single inclinometer 

(Max difference from HI-INC) is 0.0557 degrees for an induced inclination of 0.9996. However, for 

the same experiment, LARA showed a measurement difference of 0.0381 from HI-INC. As expected, 

the higher the number of sensors, the better the accuracy of the modular system. It is essential to note 

that the minimum difference from HI-INC estimations reported in Figure 20.a does not correspond to 

the measurement of a single sensor for all four experiments. It can also be seen that the distance 

between minimum and the maximum differential from HI-INC values is decreasing with a higher 

number of combined sensors. In fact, having a lower range of possible errors can help making the 

final product more reliable. This reliability is very important when an inclinometer has a high 

sampling frequency. This way, optimizing filters (such as different Kalman filter formulations [78]), 

which could alter the primary signal and slow down the acquisition speed, are no longer necessary. 

5.3. LARA resolution and accuracy verification using a beam model 

In order to present the resolution and accuracy of LARA more clearly, a load test is performed on a 

small-scale beam with a length of 1.24m. This section compares the slope estimation of two sensors 

(LARA and H-INC) located on the support of a simply supported aluminum beam model under a 

point load of 467 gr (4.58 kN) with hand calculation of slope at the beam edges. It should be 

mentioned that, for this test, LARA was again mounted on the top of the HI-INC.  

This test is carried out using a U-shaped aluminum profile with section dimensions of 25×25×3×3 

mm. The effective length of the beam model, which is the distance between the null axis of its 

support, is fixed as 1080 mm.  

The test aim was to read the maximum slope of the beam model deck under a known applied load on 

the mid-span. The maximum slope at the supports can be calculated by Equation 5. Therefore, LARA 

and HI-INC were attached to achieve this objective on top of the beam model support. First, LARA 

and HI-INC worked for a while without any loads (Figure 21.a) and their estimations were acquired. 

Next, the point load was set on the mid-span of the beam model (Figure 21.b and 21.c) and then 

another data acquisition process was carried out to measure the slope of the beam by LARA and HI-

INC. It is essential to mention that this test was repeated three times. 

The used formula for calculating the slope of a simply supported beam with a load located on its 

midspan by hand is presented in Eq.5 [79]. 

∆𝜃1 =
𝑃×𝐿2

16×𝐸×𝐼
                                (5) 

In Eq.5, where, ∆θ1 (Radians) is the maximum slope at the supports, P is the value of the applied load 

at the mid-span, L is the effective beam length, E (69637.05 MPa) is the beam elasticity module, and I 

(12853.08 mm4) is the beam moment of inertia. ∆θ is then calculated as 0.000373 radians. This value 

corresponds to 0.021372 degrees on inclination. The comparison of the estimated values of LARA 

and HI-INC with those of the theoretical estimation is presented in Table 3. 

Table 3 Comparing the inclination estimation of LARA and HI-INC 

Number of the 

experiments 

Hand  

calculation slope 

(degrees) 

LARA  

Difference 

(degrees) 

LARA 

(degrees) 

HI-INC 

difference 

(degrees) 

HI-INC 

(degrees) 

1 0.021372 0.001613 0.022985 0.002447 0.018925 

2 0.021372 0.002316 0.023688 0.000853 0.020519 

3 0.021372 0.001362 0.022734 0.005196 0.016176 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

1080 mm (Effective length) 

(c) 

 

Figure 21 Load test of a beam model: (a) test setup, (b) load test, and (c) sketch of the load test. 

The analysis of Table 3 shows that the accuracy of LARA based on these experiments is less than 

0.002 degrees. Further study of Table 3 illustrates that the accuracy of HI-INC is around 0.005 

degrees. In fact, this is very close to accuracy value detailed in its datasheet (±0.003° for ±15° 

version) [80]. This value validates the accountability of the performed experiment. Therefore, having 

accuracy in the range of 0.05 degrees makes LARA applicable for the SHM of bridges.   

Another experimental test was carried out on this beam model (Figure 21.a) using a heavier weight 

(21.942 N). In this experiment, instead of putting the weight only on the midspan, the weight was set 

on various beam locations. Then, the support slope was measured using HI-INC and LARA. Finally, 

the sensors' measurements are compared with the theoretical estimation [79]. Figure 22 presents the 

slope measurement comparison of HI-INC and LARA with the hand calculation values.  
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Figure 22 Support slope of a simply supported beam under a point load located on various spots 

Analysis of Figure 22 shows that LARA has a maximum measured difference of 0.003 degrees from 

the hand calculation slope. In addition, it can be seen that LARA has a closer trend to the hand 

calculation values compared to those of HI-INC.  

It should be noted that LARA can be used in static load tests aiming to identify the location of 

structural damages which had altered the influence line of a bridge [23].  

It is interesting to compare LARA's final price (54.95 €) with those presented in Table 1. It should be 

noted that comparing an academically developed device with a commercial alternative is not fair. 

However, the most critical contribution of current work is developing a low-cost, accurate device and 

for that, this comparison is needed. It can be seen from Table 1 that HI-INC, ZCT-CX09 and DNS 

have a resolution of 0.003 degrees. Therefore, LARA can be compared with them. Figure 23 presents 

the price comparison of these inclinometers.  

 

Figure 23 Price comparison of LARA with traditional commercial inclinometers with a resolution of 

0.003 degrees. 

Analysis of Figure 23 shows a significant difference between the price of LARA and inclinometers 

with the same resolution. LARA is 12, 6 and 6 times cheaper than HI-INC, ZTC-CX09 and DNS 

inclinometers, respectively. Also, it does not need extra paid commercial software for data acquisition 

and it is based on open-source software and hardware.  
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6. Conclusion  

Recently, engineers and researchers have been paying a lot of attention to the inclinometer application 

for SHM of bridges. Inclinometers, as opposed to accelerometers, make it simple to assess the 

magnitude and location of structural damage. They are useful for long-term structural health 

monitoring (SHM) of bridges due to this property. Additionally, inclinometers may be used to quickly 

determine the deflection of a structural element. However, the expensive cost of today's inclinometers 

has restricted their application. The invention of a low-cost inclinometer for long-term SHM of 

bridges with a minimal budget for their health inspections leaves a gap in the literature. 

This research introduces a Low-cost Adaptable Reliable Angle-meter (LARA) technology to fill these 

gaps. LARA is a low-cost, wireless, Internet of Things-based inclinometer with a sampling rate of 250 

Hz. Five inclinometers (MPU9250), a multiplexor, and an Internet of Things-based microcontroller 

make up the device (NodeMCU). Every inclinometer uses a complimentary filter to merge the data it 

has collected from its accelerometer and gyroscope. LARA's key innovation is its ability to combine 

the data of five aligned inclinometers in order to lower the inherent noise density of its separate 

accelerometers and gyroscopes. 

Four laboratory experiments were conducted to verify the concept of noise reduction and signal 

improvement of inclination measurements using the averaged outcomes of various aligned 

inclinometers. These tests' results demonstrated that averaging a number of aligned accelerometers' 

values lowers the noise density of the frequency domain representation of a vibration acquisition 

experiment. Additionally, it is demonstrated that a system made up of five aligned inclinometers has 

substantially lower Allan variance and deviation than a single inclinometer. 

An experimental test was carried out to validate the measurement of LARA in a rotation range of zero 

to four degrees in order to validate the accuracy of LARA. In this experiment, the values of a 

commercial inclinometer were compared to the data collected by LARA. In tests with one and four 

degrees of inclination, respectively, LARA is observed to present up to 0.04 and 0.07 degrees of 

variation. The structure rarely anticipates experiencing a slope of more than 0.5 degrees in SHM of 

bridges. 

A load test on a beam is also conducted to evaluate the accuracy of the LARA and the commercial 

inclinometer that is being used. In this test, LARA's results are contrasted with those of the 

commercial inclinometer. It is demonstrated that LARA's theoretical slope estimation differed from 

the manually obtained values by less than 0.003 degrees. However, HI-INC demonstrated precision 

with a magnitude of 0.005° that was higher than the data in its datasheet. 

Another experiment was planned to be carried out on a 40x60x600 profile using the vehicle model as 

a moving load. The experiment implements direct rotation measurement to detect damage and its 

location using LARA inclinometer. However, due to the late delivery of the profile, we could not 

conduct the experiment and was left for future investigation. 

LARA is relevant to bridge SHM and inclinometer-specific damage detection methods due to its high 

rotation estimation accuracy. However, LARA needs to be verified in a bridge load test application in 

further study. 
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7. Future research 

Several topics have been brought to light through the research done for this thesis that need further 

research and development. 

The literature review identified several gaps in the body of knowledge. Some of these were addressed 

through the research for this thesis, but others still need to be addressed. There aren't enough studies 

on using inclinometers in structural damage detection. Specifically, whether there is any potential for 

detecting damage in a complex bridge structure under real traffic loads using inclinometers. Future 

research may, for instance, search for patterns in the data harvested from the damage detection system 

and define a realistic damage index. 

Additionally, there are many areas where the work done for this thesis might be applied and 

developed further. In this study, LARA has been introduced as an accurate and economical 

inclinometer. However, LARA can be integrated with different technologies such as weigh-in-motion 

and GPS to detect damage in real-life bridge cases and under real traffic loading. This would provide 

a real-time picture of the performance of the bridge as a whole and allow comparison of the outcomes 

when various damage detection methodologies are utilized. 

This work also established another area for further development which is integration Robotics in the 

damage detection system. With the large access to cutting-edge technology, it is now possible to 

create devices and robots designed specifically to perform inspection and different tasks in the process 

of SHM. Robots and UAV can reach inaccessible parts of any structure, they can collect important 

data of the structure condition using their sensors and assist the damage detection system from 

installation to maintenance. 

7.1. Future steps 

The future research lines are summarized as follows: 

1. First step is to address Damage detection using Inclinometers as a statistical pattern 

recognition problem, which can be solved following four steps: (1) Operational evaluation, 

(2) Data acquisition, (3) Feature extraction, and (4) Statistical modeling for feature 

classification. By using this strategy, we can obtain the damage index which provides a 

realistic performance evaluation and risk assessment. 

2. The damage index will then be validated in laboratory by carrying out experiments and 

analyzing the collected data. The experiments would be automated and accelerated using 

robotics systems to reduce time consumption and errors due to human interaction. LARA 

with the vehicle model will be used to detect damage in a bridge model under different 

boundary conditions and loading scenarios. In this stage, LARA will also be validated under 

dynamic loading. 

3. The damage detection system will be integrated with Weigh in Motion and GPS technology, 

which can provide the necessary information about the traffic loads in real time. This process 

is essential because without knowing the load conditions damage prognosis cannot be 

performed. 

4. Developing a software framework to interface the components of the damage detection 

system. It will be necessary to provide reliable and efficient scripts and libraries for each 

element in the system. This will include the development of statistical model and damage 

prognosis algorithms where Machine learning and its other subset can be utilized to optimize 

the detection methodology. 

5. The detection system can be tested on a real bridge for further improvement and validation. 

Data acquired from real cases can be used to improve the algorithms used in the statistical 

model and the damage prognosis which can include Neural Networks. 

6. Robotics and UAV will be introduced in the damage detection system. Robots can be 
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designed to work as remote sensors which can reduce the number of sensors needed. 

Moreover, Robots and UAV can install the sensors in their places and reduce the risk of 

human injuries. 

7.2. Related works and publications 

The following papers is published in a Q2 journal (Sensors) as a consequence of this thesis: 

1. Seyedmilad Komarizadehasl, Mahyad Komary, Ahmad Alahmad, Jose Antonio Lozano-Galant, 

Gonzalo Ramos and Jose Turmo, A Novel Wireless Low-Cost Inclinometer Made from 

Combining the Measurements of Multiple MEMS Gyroscopes and Accelerometers, Published at 

Sensors journal, July 2022. https://doi.org/10.3390/s22155605 

 

The following papers are published in international conferences as consequences of this thesis: 

 

2. Seyedmilad Komarizadehasl, Ahmad Alahmad, Víctor TORRALBA, Jose A. Lozano-Galant, 

and Jose Turmo, Beneficial Effect of Combining Similar Low-Cost Accelerometer to improve the 

overall Accuracy and Noise Density, IABSE Congress, Nanjing, 2022, September 21-23. 

3. Seyedmilad Komarizadehasl, Ahmad Alahmad, Víctor TORRALBA, Jose A. Lozano-Galant, 

and Jose Turmo, Experimental Verification of A Novel Accelerometer Intended For Structural 

Health Monitoring of Bridges, IABSE Congress, Nanjing, 2022, September 21-23. 
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Appendix A 

1. NodeMCU code 

#include <Wire.h>                   //Include essential library  

#include <ESP8266WiFi.h> 

#include <WiFiUdp.h> 

 

#ifndef UDP_TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE                

#define UDP_TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE 4    // variable stores the maximum number of bytes 

received per package 

#endif                               

 

unsigned int localPort = 80;                     // constant stores local port 

value the UDP server listen to 

const char* remote_ip = "18.197.152.30";         // constant stores the remote 

server IP 

unsigned int remote_port = 80;                   // constant stores the remote 

server port  

const char* ssid     = "STASSID";                // constant stores Wi-Fi SSID  

const char* password = "STAPSK";                 // constant stores Wi-Fi password 

// Variables for timing function 

int T1 = 0;                                      // previous time value  

int interval = 500;                              // interval time value 

int ledState = LOW;                              // variable stores the built-in 

led state 

 

// Definition of the interruption function which handle the optical encoder signal 

// This type of function simulates multiprocessing, it can handle input in real-

time without delay                                                 

const byte interruptPin = D2;               // define the interrupt input pin 

volatile int interruptCounter = 0;          // variable of volatile type to stores 

the number of interuptions 

void ICACHE_RAM_ATTR handleInterrupt();     // declaration of the interruption 

function 

 

// definitions and declarations of variables used in the loop function 

char inst;                                  // variable stores instructions code 

float ival = 0;                             // variable stores instructions value 

char m_dir;                                 // variable stores direction of 

movement 

float m_speed = 0;                          // variable stores the required speed 

of the motors  

float b_speed = 25;                         // variable stores the initial speed 

of the motors  

float m_distance = 0;                       // variable stores the required 

distance 
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float pdis = 0;                             // variable stores the pervious 

distance measured 

volatile float dis = 0;                     // variable stores the distance 

calculated using the optical encoder 

char buf[10];                               // variable stores temporary values 

char spd[24];                               // variable stores the actual speed 

instruction to be sent to the server 

char adis[24];                              // variable stores the actual distance 

instruction to be sent to the server 

volatile float v = 0;                       // variable stores calibration value 

of the optical encoder 

                                            // in order to calculate the distance 

// The UDP server 

WiFiUDP Udp;                // declaration a class of type UDP server 

// buffers for receiving and sending data 

char packetBuffer[UDP_TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE + 1]; // buffer to hold incoming packet, 

the byte in the end indicate the end of the package. 

char ReplyBuffer[] = "acknowledged\r\n";       // optional acknowledgment message  

 

void setup() { 

  Serial.begin(115200);   // configure the serial port bandwidth   

  pinMode(D5, OUTPUT);    // output for motors 

  pinMode(D6, OUTPUT);    // output for motors 

  pinMode(LED_BUILTIN, OUTPUT); // enable the built-in led  

  analogWriteFreq(20);          // configure the output PWM frequency 

 

  pinMode(interruptPin, INPUT);         // input of the optical encoder signal 

  pinMode(interruptPin, INPUT_PULLUP);  // keep the pin high  

  attachInterrupt(interruptPin, handleInterrupt, FALLING);  // attach the 

interruption function to the pin and define the trigger 

 

  Wire.begin();                                 // initialize the serial 

communication 

  Serial.println();                             // print empty line on the serial 

monitor   

 

  WiFi.mode(WIFI_STA);                          // configure Wi-Fi mode to be 

station 

  WiFi.begin(ssid, password);                   // initialize the Wi-Fi 

communication 

  while (WiFi.status() != WL_CONNECTED) {       // connect to the Wi-Fi network  

    delay(500);                                 // The while loop keep running 

forever until the connection established 

    Serial.print("."); 

  } 

  // Once the Wi-Fi connection established the code continue 

  Serial.println("");                            // print empty line on the serial 

monitor                            
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  Serial.println("WiFi connected"); 

  Serial.println("IP address: ");                // print the device local IP 

  Serial.println(WiFi.localIP()); 

 

  Udp.begin(localPort);                          // initialize the UDP server 

listening to port 80 

  Serial.printf("UDP server on port %d\n", localPort); 

  Serial.println(); 

   

 

  while (!Udp.parsePacket()) {                  // connect to the online server  

    Udp.beginPacket(remote_ip, remote_port);    // The while loop keep running 

forever until receiving response from the server 

    Udp.write("device"); 

    Udp.endPacket(); 

    delay(1000); 

    Serial.println(packetBuffer); 

  } 

} 

 

// The interruption function executed once the trigger occurs without delay and 

outside the main loop 

// Every time the input of the interruption pin D2 goes from high to low the 

trigger occurs  

void handleInterrupt() {                        // define the interruption 

function to handle the input from the optical encoder 

  interruptCounter++;                           // counter of the number of 

interruptions 

  if (m_distance){                              // calculating distance. The 

number of interruptions * the distance travelled during one interruption 

  dis = interruptCounter * v;  

  } 

 

  if (dis >= m_distance &&m_distance ) {        // stop the motor once the 

distance required is achived 

    StopMotor(); 

    dtostrf(dis, 6, 2, buf);                    // prepare the distance 

instruction to be sent to the server  

    strcat(adis, "d");                           

    strcat(adis, buf); 

    Udp.beginPacket(remote_ip, remote_port);    // begin transmission through UPD 

server 

    Udp.write(adis);                            // send the packet 

    Udp.endPacket();                            // end packet  

    memset(adis, '\0', sizeof(adis));           // clear the distance instruction 

memory  

    m_distance = 0;                             // reset the required distance 
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    interruptCounter = 0;                       // reset the number of 

interruptions 

  } 

} 

 

void loop() {                                   // The main loop runs forever 

  if (millis() - T1 > interval)                 // Time function executed at 

specific interval amount of time 

  { 

    T1 += interval; 

    if ((dis - pdis) * 1000 / interval != 0) {          // the speed is calculated 

by taking the difference of distance for one interval over the interval value 

      if ((dis - pdis) * 1000 / interval < m_speed) {   // adjusting initial speed 

to match the required speed  

        b_speed += 25;                                   

      }  

    } 

 

    pdis = dis;                                             // set the pervious 

distance measured to the current one 

 

    if (ledState == LOW)                                    // blink built-in led 

in each interval  

    { 

      ledState = HIGH; 

    } 

    else 

    { 

      ledState = LOW; 

    } 

    digitalWrite(LED_BUILTIN, ledState); 

 

    dtostrf((dis - pdis) * 1000 / interval, 6, 2, buf);     // prepare the speed 

instruction to be sent to the server 

    strcat(spd, "s"); 

    strcat(spd, buf); 

    Udp.beginPacket(remote_ip, remote_port);                // begin transmission 

through UPD server 

    Udp.write(spd);                                         // send the packet 

    Udp.endPacket();                                        // end packet 

    memset(spd, '\0', sizeof(spd));                         // clear the speed 

instruction memory 

  } 

 

  int packetSize = Udp.parsePacket();                        

  if (packetSize) {                                         // check if there is 

packet received 
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    int n = Udp.read(packetBuffer, UDP_TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE); // read the packet 

into packetBufffer 

    packetBuffer[n] = 0;                                    // assign zero to the 

last byte as the end of the packet 

 

    inst = packetBuffer[0];                                 // store the first 

byte of the packet as the instruction code 

    ival = String(packetBuffer).substring(1).toFloat();     // store the rest of 

the packet as the instruction value 

    // Processing the instructions and assign their value to the corresponding 

variable 

    if (inst == 'f') {                  // forward                                 

             

      m_dir = inst;                  

      m_speed = ival; 

    } else if (inst == 'b') {           // backward  

      m_dir = inst; 

      m_speed = ival; 

    } else if (inst == 's') {           // stop  

      m_dir = inst; 

    } else if (inst == 'd') {           // set distance 

      m_distance = ival; 

    } else if (inst == 'c') {           // set calibration distance  

      v = ival; 

    } 

  } 

   

  // Enabling and control motors  

  if (m_distance != 0) {                // check the required distance is not zero 

    if (m_dir == 'f') {                 // if direction is "f" (forward), run 

Forward function assigning the initial speed as argument 

      Forward(b_speed); 

    } else if (m_dir == 'b') {          // if direction is "b" (backward), run 

Backward function assigning the initial speed as argument 

      Backward(b_speed); 

    } else if (m_dir == 's') {          // if direction is "s" (stop), set 

required distance to zero           

      m_distance = 0; 

      dis = 0; 

      interruptCounter = 0; 

    } 

  } else {                              // if the required distance is zero, run 

StopMotor function  

    StopMotor(); 

    b_speed = 25;                       // reset initial speed to its default 

value 

  } 
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} 

 

// Definition of movement function to control the speed and direction of the 

motors 

void Forward(int speedarg) 

{ 

  analogWrite(D5, speedarg); 

  digitalWrite(D6, LOW); 

  analogWrite(D7, speedarg); 

  digitalWrite(D8, LOW); 

} 

void Backward(int speedarg) 

{ 

  digitalWrite(D5, LOW); 

  analogWrite(D6, speedarg); 

  digitalWrite(D7, LOW); 

  analogWrite(D8, speedarg); 

} 

void StopMotor() 

{ 

  digitalWrite(D5, LOW); 

  digitalWrite(D6, LOW); 

  digitalWrite(D7, LOW); 

  digitalWrite(D8, LOW); 

} 

 

2. The application code: 
 

import threading                    #import the required libraries to run the 

code 

import socket 

import tkinter 

from tkinter import * 

import customtkinter 

 

localIP     = ""                    # IP variable declaration of the 

application UDP server 

localPort   = 80                    # port variable declaration of the 

application UDP server 

bufferSize  = 1024                  # variable declaration of the size of the 

buffer to receive UDP packets 

message=''                          # variable declaration of a message to be 

sent 

port=80                             # variable declaration of the remote 

server port (server port) 

address=('18.197.152.30',port)      # variable declaration of the remote 

server address (remote server IP, remote server port) 

s=""                                # variable declaration of a UDP client 
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dir_v ="f"                          # variable declaration of the vehicle 

direction with initial value 

speed_v ='0'                        # variable declaration of the vehicle 

speed with initial value 

v=0                                 # variable declaration of the received 

vehicle speed with initial value 

d=0                                 # variable declaration of the received 

vehicle distance with initial value 

BL=0                                # variable declaration of the length of 

the beam 

 

def main():                         # definition of the main function 

    global s                        # include global variables  

    global d                        # 

    global message                  # 

    global address                  # 

    # Custom tkinter class definition 

    customtkinter.set_appearance_mode("System")     # appearance configuration 

of tkinter  

    customtkinter.set_default_color_theme("blue")   # appearance configuration 

of tkinter  

    root = customtkinter.CTk()                      # window class definition   

    root.geometry("600x900")                        # window class 

configuration 

    root.iconbitmap('botim.ico')                    # window class 

configuration 

    var = IntVar()                                  # 

    root.title("Dash")                              # window class 

configuration 

     

    # UDP server function definition 

    def startserver():                              # 

        global v                                    # include global variables 

        global dir_v 

        global s 

        global d 

        global message 

        global address 

        if (Run.state == NORMAL):                   # check if the server is 

already running 

            Run.configure(state=tkinter.DISABLED)   # disable the connect 

button if the server is running 

            Run.configure(text="Connected")          

        s = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_DGRAM)    # create 

socket class of UDP type 

        s.bind((localIP, localPort))                            # assign the 

local machine IP and port to the socket 
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        s.sendto("client".encode(), address)        # initialize connection 

with the remote server 

        # send defult configration values  

        s.sendto(("f0").encode(), address)          # send initial 

direction/speed instruction 

        s.sendto("c0.443".encode(), address)        # send initial distance 

calibration  

        print("Socket successfully created")        # 

        print("UDP server up and listening")        # 

        while True:             # listen to the remote server  

            bytesAddressPair = s.recvfrom(bufferSize)   # receive packets from 

the remote server 

            message = bytesAddressPair[0]               # extract the message 

content of the packet 

            # process the message content 

            if message.decode("utf-8")[0]=='s':         # check if the 

received message is the speed 

                v=float(message.decode("utf-8")[1:7])   #  

                if v>=0: 

                    speedL.configure(text="Real speed: {} 

mm/s".format(round(v)))   # display the speed value  

                     

            if message.decode("utf-8")[0]=='d':         # check if the 

received message is the speed 

                if dir_v=='f':                          # check the direction 

                    d+=float(message.decode("utf-8")[1:7])  # calculate the 

final distance  

                elif dir_v=='b':                        # check the direction 

                    d-=float(message.decode("utf-8")[1:7])  #calculate the 

final distance  

                distanceL.configure(text="X: {} mm".format(round(d,2))) # 

display the final distance value 

 

    def changedirection():      # definition of the direction function 

        global dir_v 

        global speed_v 

        if var.get()==0: 

            s.sendto(("f"+str(speed_v)).encode(), address) 

            dir_v="f" 

        else: 

            s.sendto(("b"+str(speed_v)).encode(), address) 

            dir_v="b" 

    def changespeed(value):     # definition of the speed function 

        global dir_v 

        global speed_v 

        if (address): 

            s.sendto((dir_v+str(value)).encode(), address) 

            aspeedL.configure(text="Speed: {} mm/s".format(str(value))) 
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            speed_v=str(value) 

    def setcd(val):     # definition of the calibration distance function 

        if (val==''): 

            window = customtkinter.CTkToplevel(root) 

            window.title("Warning!") 

            window.geometry("300x200") 

            window.iconbitmap('botimerror.ico') 

            labelw = customtkinter.CTkLabel(window, text="Insert correct 

value") 

            labelw.pack(side="top", fill="both", expand=True, padx=40, 

pady=40) 

        else: 

            s.sendto(("c"+str(val)).encode(), address) 

    def setBL(val):     # definition of the beam length function 

        global BL 

        if (val==''): 

            window = customtkinter.CTkToplevel(root) 

            window.title("Warning!") 

            window.geometry("300x200") 

            window.iconbitmap('botimerror.ico') 

            labelw = customtkinter.CTkLabel(window, text="Insert correct 

value") 

            labelw.pack(side="top", fill="both", expand=True, padx=40, 

pady=40) 

        else: 

            BL=float(val) 

    def setd(val):      # definition of the required distance function 

        print(val) 

        global dir_v 

        x=float(val) 

        if (d+x>BL and dir_v=='f' or d-x<0 and dir_v=='b'): 

            pass 

        else: 

            s.sendto(("d"+str(val)).encode(), address) 

    def stopm():        # definition of the motor disabling function  

        if (address): 

            s.sendto("s".encode(), address) 

    def move():     # definition of distance alignment function 

        global d 

        s.sendto(("d"+str(0.5)).encode(), address) 

        d=0 

 

    # Define user interface elements of the main widow and assign their 

functions  

    frame0 = customtkinter.CTkFrame(master=root, 

width=400,height=200,corner_radius=10) 

    dashL = customtkinter.CTkLabel(frame0, text="Control 

Dash",width=400,text_font=("CordiaUPC", 20)) 
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    t1 = threading.Thread(target=startserver, name='t1', daemon = True)   

    Run = customtkinter.CTkButton(frame0, 

text="Connect",text_font=("CordiaUPC", 14), command=t1.start) 

    frame = 

customtkinter.CTkFrame(master=root,width=300,height=200,corner_radius=10) 

    frameL = customtkinter.CTkLabel(frame, text="Direction and 

Speed",text_font=("CordiaUPC", 16)) 

    forward_butt = customtkinter.CTkRadioButton ( frame,text="Forward", 

variable=var, value=0, command=changedirection) 

    backward_butt = customtkinter.CTkRadioButton ( frame,text="backward", 

variable=var, value=1, command=changedirection) 

    aspeedL = customtkinter.CTkLabel(frame, text="Speed= 

",text_font=("CordiaUPC", 12)) 

    speedS = customtkinter.CTkSlider(frame, from_=20, 

to=50,number_of_steps=6,width=300, orient=HORIZONTAL,command=changespeed) 

    cdis = customtkinter.CTkEntry(frame) 

    cdis_butt = customtkinter.CTkButton(frame, text="set caldis", 

command=lambda: setcd(cdis.get())) 

    frame1 = customtkinter.CTkFrame(master=root, 

width=400,height=200,corner_radius=10) 

    frame1L = customtkinter.CTkLabel(frame1, 

text="Distance",width=400,text_font=("CordiaUPC", 16)) 

    distance = customtkinter.CTkEntry(frame1) 

    distance_butt = customtkinter.CTkButton(frame1, text="Start", 

command=lambda: setd(distance.get())) 

    BLe = customtkinter.CTkEntry(frame) 

    BL_butt = customtkinter.CTkButton(frame, text="Span length", 

command=lambda: setBL(BLe.get())) 

    stop_butt = customtkinter.CTkButton(frame1, text="Stop", command=stopm) 

    move_butt = customtkinter.CTkButton(frame1, text="Move", command=move) 

    speedL = customtkinter.CTkLabel(frame1, text="Real 

speed",width=400,text_font=("CordiaUPC", 16)) 

    distanceL = customtkinter.CTkLabel(frame1, text="distance 

X",width=400,text_font=("CordiaUPC", 16)) 

     

    # Place the UI elements on the main window 

    frame0.pack(padx=20, pady=20) 

    dashL.pack() 

    Run.pack(padx=20, pady=10) 

    frame.columnconfigure(0, weight=1) 

    frame.columnconfigure(1, weight=2) 

    frame.pack(padx=20, pady=20) 

    frameL.grid(column=0, row=0, sticky="w", padx=10, pady=10) 

    forward_butt.grid(column=0, row=1, sticky="w", padx=10, pady=10) 

    backward_butt.grid(column=1, row=1, sticky="w", padx=10, pady=10) 

    aspeedL.grid(column=0, row=2, sticky="w", padx=10, pady=10) 

    speedS.grid(column=1, row=2, sticky="w", padx=10, pady=10) 

    cdis.grid(column=1, row=3, sticky="w", padx=10, pady=10) 
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    cdis_butt.grid(column=0, row=3, sticky="w", padx=10, pady=10) 

    BLe.grid(column=1, row=4, sticky="w", padx=10, pady=10) 

    BL_butt.grid(column=0, row=4, sticky="w", padx=10, pady=10) 

    frame1.pack(padx=20, pady=20) 

    frame1L.pack(padx=10, pady=10,anchor="w") 

    distance.pack(padx=20, pady=10) 

    distance_butt.pack(padx=20, pady=10) 

    stop_butt.pack(padx=20, pady=10) 

    move_butt.pack(padx=20, pady=10) 

    speedL.pack(padx=10, pady=10,anchor="w") 

    distanceL.pack(padx=10, pady=10,anchor="w") 

 

    # Initialize the main window  

    root.mainloop() 

 

# Make the code run standalone 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    main()                  # start executing the main function 

 

3. The server code: 
 

from pickle import TRUE     #import the required libraries to run the code 

from socket import * 

 

bufferSize  = 1024          # variable declaration of the size of the buffer 

to recevie UDP packets 

def createServer():         # UDP server function definition 

    serversocket = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM)      # create socket class of 

UDP type 

    try : 

        serversocket.bind(('172.31.33.6',80))       # assign the local machine 

IP and port to the socket 

        print("Socket successfully created") 

        print("UDP server up and listening") 

        while TRUE:         # start listening to income packet 

            global clientID         # define IP client variable for the 

application client  

            global clientMsg        # define variable stores packets form the 

application client 

            global deviceID         # define IP device variable for the device 

client 

            global deviceMsg        # define variable stores packets form the 

device client 

             

            bytesAddressPair = serversocket.recvfrom(bufferSize) # store the 

received packet in a buffer  

            message = bytesAddressPair[0]                          # process 

the buffer and extract the client address and the message content 
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            address = bytesAddressPair[1] 

            # Define clients (application client, Device client) 

            if message.decode("utf-8")=="device":               # If the 

initializing message is "device", the IP of the device is stored 

                deviceID  = address 

                deviceMsg = message 

                serversocket.sendto("ak".encode(), deviceID)    # acknowledge 

connection with the device 

                print("Device IP Address:{}".format(address)) 

                print("Message from Device:{}".format(message)) 

            elif message.decode("utf-8") =="client":            # If the 

initializing message is "client", the IP of the application client is stored 

                clientID  = address 

                clientMsg = message 

                serversocket.sendto("ak".encode(), clientID)    # acknowledge 

connection with the application client 

                print("Client IP Address:{}".format(address)) 

                print("Message from Client:{}".format(message)) 

            # forward messages between the device and the application client 

            try:                        # check if there is a connected device 

and client  

                if address[1]==clientID: 

                    serversocket.sendto(message, deviceID) 

                else: 

                    serversocket.sendto(message, clientID) 

            except: 

                print("well, No device connected after all!") 

 

    except KeyboardInterrupt :                  # handling the server 

termination 

        print("\nShutting down...\n"); 

    except Exception as exc : 

        print("Error:\n"); 

        print(exc) 

 

createServer() # run the server function 

 
 


